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Section I: Overview
To standardize the key field length the Universal Driver 4.6 and later imposes strict key field limitation. Past
versions of the linear hash database did not impose a limit on the maximum length of record keys. This utility is
designed to help you locate and correct any tables that may have long keys.
The maximum record key length is 552 characters. When the system attempts to write a record with a key longer
than 552 characters the record will not be saved and error FS1016 will be returned to the program.
In addition to the maximum length of 552 characters tables with indexed fields have a logical limit that is less than
552 characters. Index lookup records are stored inside internal index tables. The index tables, or bang files, are
limited to the same 552 character key limit. To allow for a field to be indexed the key must be short enough to allow
for the field name and several internal delimiters to be appended to the key.
Another, more critical fix, is that currently, the "Fix GFEs" option on the Verify LH menu silently considers any
records with keys greater than 50 characters long to be GFEs. Anyone running the "Fix GFEs" option, either from
Verify LH menu or FIX_LH function, will lose any records that have keys longer than 50 characters. This updated
routine removes the "50-character-throwaway" functionality and replaces it with the "552-character-save"
functionality.
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Section II: Installing the RDK
Before you can begin checking for long keys you should install the RTI_FIX_KEYS window that is included with
this document. Also included in this RDK are updates to the Verify_LH and Fix_LH functions in OpenInsight.
If you are already at version OpenInsight version 9.1 or later you do not need to install this update and can continue
to the next section.
The RDK can only be installed into a Development version of OpenInsight versions 7.x and 8.x. If you
have a runtime version contact your application provider for an update. Please verify you have a backup
before proceeding.
1.

Extract the RDK files from LongKeysUpdate.zip to a temporary directory. e.g. c:\revsoft\rdktemp \

2. Launch OpenInsight and sign into the SYSPROG application.

Login to SYSPROG

3. Open the system monitor by clicking “Application Tools -> Advanced -> System Monitor”

Selecting the system monitor
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4. Install the RDK by entering the command:
run RDKInstall “C:\temp \rdktemp”

“Finished:” will appear when the process has completed.
The RTI_FIX_KEYS utility window is and updates to the Verify and Fix LH commands are now installed.
Continue to the next section for instructions on scanning for long keys.
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Section III: Scanning Your Database for Long Keys
To use the RTI_FIX_KEYS window follow these directions. It is recommended you have a backup before
proceeding. No record keys will be modified until the section below “Fixing Long Keys”.

1. At the System Monitor type “exec rti_fix_keys” and press enter. This will launch the RTI_FIX_KEYS window.
For directions how to open the system monitor please read the previous section.

Starting the window from the system monitor

2. Click “Next” when prompted. The next step will allow you to view the list of tables currently attached.

Main window
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3. Review the list of tables and click “Perform Scan” when ready.

Tables to be scanned

The process will start from the top down and scan all the record keys in each table. Colored rows indicate
the following:
White
Waiting to be scanned
Blue
Currently scanning
Green
No over the maximum detected
Red
Table could not be opened for scanning
Yellow
Long keys found
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Scan process reading the record keys

4. Click “Next” when the process has completed.
If the finished window appears you are done and can close the application because no long keys were
detected. Otherwise continue to the next section to resolve the long keys.

Section IV: Repairing Long Keys
If the scan detected long keys you have several options to resolve the issue. Depending on your application and the
nature of the keys you should choose the option that best fits your situation. You can rename, delete, or export a list
of long keys. All operations are done one key at a time.
Your database records might be modified if you continue past this point. Please verify you backed up
before starting the RTI_FIX_KEYS window.
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Example of records waiting to be fixed

Rename
Keys can be renamed from this screen simply by entering a new name in the “Rename to Key” field. The
“Rename” button will become active after a new key has been entered. Records are renamed as soon as the
button is clicked. A list of all the renamed records is available if you click “Export List” before the
window is closed.

Delete
If the record is no longer needed or an erroneous entry it can be deleted simply by clicking the delete
button. The record will be deleted immediately when the delete button is clicked. A list of all the deleted
records is available if you click “Export List” before the window is closed.

Export List
If a large number of records with long keys exist you may want to write a custom routine to shorten the
keys. Clicking the “Export List” button will display a notepad window with the name of the table and
record key for each long key found. Save this file and read it with your fix routine to resolve the long
record keys. Re -run this utility to verify the long keys have been corrected.
Tip: The export list also contains the action performed to each key. To keep a record simply export the list
after all the adjustments are completed. The last column contains the action take and the new key name (if
the action was rename).
Leaving this screen will clear the export list from memory. You can create as many export lists as
needed during the correction process.
When finished making corrections click “Back” and run the scan again. If all of the long keys cannot be
corrected this window can be canceled and the utility can be started again to find all the remaining long
keys.
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